
HAROLD WEISBERG 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Mr. Andrew tdung 	 6/18/j8 
NAACP 
4805 Mount cope Drive 
8altimore, MD 

Dear Mr. Young, 

While the official "solution" to the King assassination has no credibility 

at all, what is attributed to the "ing family in the media as the basis for a 

new investigation is what the FBI can disprove with little difficulty, at least 
largely. There should be a real investigation but one by another Warren ommis-

sion, intended to solve the crime, has little prospect of doing that and will, 

if it does,not result in further disillusionment. 

As I suggest in my enclosed leLter to uongressman Lewis, the eginning of 
any new look should be be a real look at the original official jelkiestigation, 

Which was not an investigation at all. I've done enough i?rk on the subject to 

be confident it is true in tolling you that what evidence was developed tended 

to or did exculpate Rat. 

Please excuse my typing. I'm 85 and in impaired health and rather feeble. 
After writing the first book on the subject, Frame-Up, I became Ray's 

investigator, I conducted the investigations for the ha1.)  eas corpus petition and 
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with that succeess, for the two weeks of evidentiary hearing that we got. In it 

the judge merelt decided contrary to the evidence and denied Ray a trial. If he 

had not/  that judge would have had difficulty_ continuing to live and sit on the 

bench in the ilemphis of that time, / c'74' 
After I did that work I filed a 2UIA lawsuit against the Department of Justice 

and the FBI for all relevant records. Despite strong stonewalling in the end I was 
able to rescue from official ob'ivion about 80,000 pages. I give all writing in 

the field access to them and they along with all my records and my own work, will 

be a permanenet public archive at local Mood College. 

However, I regret to report that great a man as Aing was, there has been 

little interest in going over these records or in writing based on them rather 

than official propaganda. 

If there has been any groundswell of support for the request of the AinE  

family, I have not seen any of it. 

that blacks in particular have manifested so little interest is and has 

been troubling to me. While ang was a trult gereat American, he was, in 

particular, a great leader of his own people and that they have accepted a 

phony investigation in virtually totlil silence I have trouble understanding. 



As I wrote Dengressman Lewis, if he wi is to end anyone to question me 

while that is still possible or to take a further look at any of the records I 

have, I will welcome that. This applies to you and to the NAACB, too. 

Do Not be deceived by the Lierald Posner book and tfle attention to it and to 

him. I have completed a long manuscript on it and on him that is being retyped. 

It is titled Yhoring with history: How the Gerald fosners Protect the King 

Assassins. There is no prospectet its publication today but it will exist as 

a record for hLstory. 

The FBI records in what it termed its MURKIN files record that of those 

with 'Ling when he was assassinated you told theI that ysu believed the shat 

came not frnm the flophouse but for the ground opposite the Lorraine. 1.1dite 44e 
few of those in the firehouse, if not most of them, shared your belief and based 

on my work, whichiI belYve is both dependable and extensive, nothing else is 
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reasonable or possible. 

The official explahation of the shooting is i what was totally impossible. 

And officialdom knew it! 

I do hope the present request can be reoriented and gets more support and 

succeeds. It would be so good for tIA3 nation! 

Sinc 

( 
Harold Weisberg 


